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Sputtering of hollow atoms from carbon surfaces
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We investigated the emission ofK Auger electrons from collisions of hydrogenlike ions C51, N61, and O71

with graphite as well as fullerene covered gold surfaces. Besides the quite well understood Auger electrons
emitted from the projectile, an extremely high yield of Auger electrons originating from surface atoms is
observed. Remarkably the target Auger spectra show discrete~atomic! KLL lines superimposed on the broad
KVV spectra originating from bulk carbon. This indicates high-sputtering yields of highly excited carbon
ions/atoms withK-shell vacancies.

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Dy, 34.70.1e, 79.20.Rf
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of highly charged ions with solids d
pends strongly on the electronic properties of the surface~for
a review, see Ref.@1#!. For instance, very recently we cou
show that in particular the target work function influenc
the formation of a hollow atom above the surface and
subsequent deexcitation dynamics@2#. Carbon surfaces ar
an ideal target to study the interplay between the surf
electronic properties and the neutralization dynamics o
slow (v!1 a.u.) highly charged ion: Different allotropes ca
be investigated, such as graphite (sp2 bond!, diamond (sp3

bond!, and fullerenes (sp2 and sp3 bonds! as bulk or thin
film. The electronic properties of these carbon allotrop
vary between semimetallic and insulating. In this paper,
focus on Auger electrons emitted during collisions of hyd
genlike ions with carbon surfaces. Auger emission@3–9# as
well as x-ray emission@10–12# from the projectile have bee
the subject of several studies, but emission from the ta
itself has been reported only for a number of collision s
tems.

In several early experiments, the appearance of carboK
Auger electrons indicated the presence of contaminants
as hydrocarbons on the surface@13–16#. In later studies fo-
cussing on the formation and deexcitation of targetK-shell
vacancies, different mechanisms inducing the vacancy
mation were invoked. Schipperset al. @4# explained the tar-
get Auger emission induced by hydrogenlike nitrogen, o
gen, and neon in terms of a Landau-Zener-like vaca
exchange mechanism. Very fast neutralization of Arq1 ions
scattered from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG!
was observed by Wineckiet al. @17#. This could not be un-
derstood by gentle overbarrier capture@18–20# of target va-
lence electrons into high-n projectile states alone. Additiona
side feeding of the ArM shell from the targetK andL shell
had to be invoked, implying the formation of targetK-shell
vacancies. Above the surface, side feeding could be
scribed by the over-barrier model@18#, whereas for close
collisions below the surface, e.g., the molecular-orb
model by Stolterfohtet al. @9# has been applied. In a rece
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study on collisions of hydrogenlike Ar with SiO2, Lehnert
et al. @21# observed radiative deexcitation of SiK-shell va-
cancies, which they attributed to x-ray fluorescence indu
by photons from radiative projectile deexcitation. A simil
scheme based on Auger electrons could be imagined. C
mon to all these studies is the fact, that only emission fr
target atoms embedded in the surface or the bulk has b
observed. The continuous density-of-states in the valenc
conduction band gives rise to energetically broad distri
tions of targetK-shell Auger electrons. Consequently, n
sharp atomic lines are observed. To our knowledge, up
now no indications for ion induced sputtering of hollow a
oms or ions withK-shell vacancies has been observed.
the contrary, it is known that by far the largest fraction
sputtered material leaves the surface in the neutral state@22#.
Although for keV projectiles the sputter yields generally i
crease with the charge state of the incidence ion~up to the
order 100–1000 atoms/incident ion@23–25#!, even for im-
pact of Au691 on uranium oxide@26# and Th701 on GaAs
@25#, the ionic fractions of these yields are below 1% a
0.1%, respectively.

In the following we present experimental results th
strongly indicate the presence of hollow atom/ion sputter
in grazing collisions of hydrogenlike ions with carbon su
faces.

II. EXPERIMENT

In our paper we used hydrogenlike ions C51, N61, and
O71 extracted from theKVI electron cyclotron resonanc
ion source operated at a potential of 8 kV. The ions w
decelerated by floating the complete setup onto source
tential and biasing it with a voltageVbias such, that the pro-
jectile energy equalsq3Vbias ~q being the projectile charge
state!. Target currents were of the order of 100 nA. Durin
the measurements the base pressure was abou
310210mbar. The HOPG~0001! target was preparedex situ
by means of the standard ‘‘scotch tape’’ method. The fi
preparation was done by series of grazing incidence~5°–10°!
800 eV Ar sputtering-annealing cycles. C60 monolayers on
Au~111! were produced following the recipe suggested
Tjenget al. @27#: A large amount of C60 is deposited at room
temperature on the~thoroughly sputtered! Au~111!. Desorp-
tion of bulk C60 starts at 180 °C, whereas the much strong
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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T. SCHLATHÖLTER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 042901
C60-Au~111! bond only breaks at temperatures higher th
360 °C. Thus, a monolayer covering the complete Au~111!
surface can be formed by heating the sample to 300° fo
few minutes. Removal of the fullerene layer is accomplish
by heating up to 400 °C.

Electron spectra arising from the ion-surface interact
were measured using a 180° spherical electrostatic analy
The detector can be rotated in order to vary the elect
observation angleu measured with respect to the incide
beam over a wide range from 0° to 140°. The energy re
lution is DE/E50.5% full width at half-maximum with an
acceptance of 11.231028E~sr eV!, E being the energy of the
detected electrons. A detailed description of the setup ca
found in Ref.@28#.

III. RESULTS

A set of high-resolution Auger spectra from N61 colli-
sions with HOPG is displayed in Fig. 1. The detection an
u was 90° with respect to the beam and the projectiles w
scattered under a glancing anglec510°. The measurement
were done at projectile velocities betweenv50.04 a.u. and
v50.34 a.u. corresponding to kinetic energies ranging fr
0.44 to 42 keV. An offset proportional to the velocity h
been added to the spectra. All spectra have been norma
to an equal integral over the projectileKLL peak between
320 and 450 eV. At the lowest velocities, the broad nitrog

FIG. 1. KLL and KVV electron spectra from N61 scattered off
HOPG. The incidence and observation angles are 10° and 90°
spectively. The projectile velocity varies between 0.04 and 0.35
in steps of 0.025 a.u.
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KLL peak shows discrete structures that can be attribute
emission from projectiles with a filledL shell (E
5384 eV), projectiles with a highly inverted population, i.e
only two electrons in theL shell (E5350 eV), or from pro-
jectiles withL-shell fillings in between these extreme cas
The relative intensity of the discrete peaks changes with
projectile velocityv.

However, the most striking feature of the spectra is
Auger peak between 200 and 280 eV, which we attribute
target Auger emission from C atoms. The ratio between
get and projectile Auger electrons in Fig. 1 changes dram
cally with increasingv: For v50.04 a.u. no target Auge
emission is observed, whereas atv50.35 a.u. comparable
numbers of target and projectile Auger electrons are fou
A closer look at the target Auger peaks at intermediate
locities reveals discrete peaks on top of a broad backgrou
This finding is very remarkable, since the target Auger el
trons are expected to originate from bulk graphite. The A
ger line shape should then be given by a self-convolution
the target density-of-states~DOS!. Even though the graphite
DOS has three broad maxima due to thepp , sp , and ss
bands, in the resultingKVV (V denoting the valence band!
Auger peak, all structures are washed out@29# ~see also Fig.
5!.

To pinpoint the origin of the C-Auger electrons we e
ploit the Doppler shift of electrons emitted from the proje
tile whenu differs from the perpendicular observation ang
used in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 Auger spectra for constant veloc
v50.15 a.u. measured at different observation angles are
played. The incidence anglec is always 5°. An offset pro-
portional to the observation angleu has been added to th
spectra. As in Fig. 1, projectile as well as target Auger pe
are observed. As expected, the completeNKLL structure

re-
u.

FIG. 2. KLL and KVV electron spectra from N61 scattered off
HOPG atv50.15 a.u. The incidence angle is 5°. The observat
angleu varies between 10° and 90°.
1-2
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SPUTTERING OF HOLLOW ATOMS FROM CARBON SURFACES PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042901
Doppler shifts to higher energies whenu is decreasing. The
calculated energetic positions for the peaks at 359, 372,
384 eV are indicated by the dotted lines. It is obvious, t
the 384 eV peak is becoming relatively more intense
small u, partly because the corresponding electrons can
emitted on the outgoing part of the trajectory and still
detected. Furthermore, the~above-surface emission! peak at
350 eV becomes more prominent with decreasingu. This is
due to the fact, that the other contributions partly origin
from below surface emission processes. For very small
servation angles, the corresponding electrons suffer a st
attenuation due to the increasing pathlength through
HOPG bulk.

The target Auger distribution between 200 and 280
shows no Doppler shift at all. In particular, the discrete str
tures at 256 and 267 eV are unchanged upon projectile
locity variation. With decreasing observation angle, th
relative intensity with respect to the broad background
creases strongly. This indicates, that the discrete peaks o
nate from the topmost layer or above, whereas the br
structure exhibits the typical angular distribution expec
for KVV emission processes in bulk HOPG.

As outlined before, theKVV emission is probably initiated
by K-shell vacancy transfer from the projectile to the targ
It is therefore a logic test to investigate the interaction
different projectiles with the HOPG target. The results
O71 projectiles are displayed in Fig. 3. The detection anglu
was 90° with respect to the beam and the projectiles w

FIG. 3. KLL and KVV electron spectra from O71 scattered off
HOPG. The incidence and observation angles are 5° and 90°
spectively. The projectile velocity varies between 0.02 and 0.
a.u. in sets of 0.04 a.u.
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scattered underc55° and the measurements were done
projectile velocities between v50.02 a.u. and v
50.325 a.u., i.e., the experimental parameters are very s
lar to those for the N61 case~Fig. 1!. Again, the spectra
consist of a structure due to projectileKLL Auger electrons
~around 500 eV! as well as the targetK Auger electrons
between 200 and 280 eV. Obviously, relatively much le
target Auger electrons are produced with O71 as compared to
N61. Also the discrete peaks superimposed on the br
KVV background are weaker.

On the other hand, the strongest effects can be expe
for collision of C51 with HOPG. This system is difficult to
study, since projectile and target Auger electrons are
pected at the same energies. However, we can avoid
problem by using fast projectiles and separate both contr
tions by exploiting the Doppler shift of the electrons emitt
from the projectile.

Figure 4 shows results forv50.31 a.u. C51 impact on
HOPG scattered underc55°. The detection angleu varies
between 15° and 60°. The difference of the ratio betwe
target-Auger peak and projectile-Auger peak when go
from O71 and N61 projectiles to C51 is dramatic. For large
values ofu it is hard to separate projectile and target Aug
distributions, but foru515° the two structures can be clear
distinguished. Even for this small detection angle, the in
gral over the target Auger distribution exceeds the one or
nating from the projectile. This is even more surprising sin
we know from Fig. 2, that at small angles the relative inte
sity of the targetKVV Auger electrons originating from the
bulk ~broad structure! is strongly supressed. Furthermore, t
projectile Auger distribution clearly shows a prominent pe
at 276 eV originating from the C 1s2s22p3 configuration.
For target Auger emission following a vacancy transfer
the CK shell, this is the expected configuration. On the oth

re-
5

FIG. 4. KLL and KVV electron spectra from O51 scattered off
HOPG atv50.3 a.u. The incidence angle is 5°. The observat
angleu varies between 15° and 60°.
1-3
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T. SCHLATHÖLTER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 042901
hand, it seems that the 276 eV peak is barely present in
target Auger spectra for C51, N61, and O71 ~see Figs. 1–4!.

IV. DISCUSSION

As pointed out in the previous section, the target Aug
electron spectra consist of discrete peaks superimposed
broad background. To clarify the origin of both componen
two different approaches are straightforward:~i! the Auger
spectra can be compared to results obtained using ano
excitation mechanism, e.g., electrons;~ii ! a different carbon

FIG. 5. ~a! Raw electron spectrum from 825 eV electron impa
on HOPG.~b! Background substracted C Auger peak from 3 k
electron and 8 keV N61 impact on HOPG. For the electron impa
measurements, the incidence anglec is 20° and the observation
angleu equals 70°. In~c! the difference spectrum of the data in~b!
is displayed.
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allotrope can be used as a target, in order to provide a
ferent electronic structure.

Figure 5~a! displays an electron spectrum obtained by i
pact of 825 eV electrons on HOPG. The elastic scatter
peak can be found slightly below 825 eV. About 25 eV b
low the elastic peak a second maximum is observed, wh
can be attributed to electron energy loss due to excitation
a bulk plasmon. We are mainly interested in the weaker f
ture around 260 eV: The CKVV Auger electrons from the
bulk HOPG are superimposed on a strong background
inelastically scattered electrons. The background substra
C KVV peak obtained from a 3 keV electron impact induce
electron spectrum is shown in Fig. 5~b! ~open symbols!. It is
compared to the background substracted C Auger peak f
8 keV N61 scattered off HOPG. The difference spectrum
both distributions@Fig. 5~c!# should give an idea of the elec
tron spectrum due to above surface target Auger emiss
By and large it can be described by three peaks centere
about 255.5, 267, and 274.5 eV. The exact energetic pos
of the C Auger lines are compiled together with projectile
KLL Auger data from Ref.@6# in Table I. It is obvious that
the energetically highest peak at 275 eV, which is due
KLL emission from a 1s2s22p3, has not been observed i
the C projectileKLL-Auger spectra of the earlier study on S
W, and Ni. The appearance of the 275 eV peak here
perfectly into theK-shell vacancy transfer picture: AK-shell
electron is removed from a ground-state atom within the s
face, and the resulting C atom with 1s2s22p3 configuration
is sputtered from the surface.

As mentioned earlier, the electrons emitted from bu
HOPG, i.e., the CKVV fraction, are suppressed for sma
observation anglesu. Figure 6 shows a zoom into the regio
of interest of theu520° spectrum from Fig. 2. The spectru
also mainly consists of three peaks centered at 255.5,
and 275 eV. The peak ratios and the background differ fr
Fig. 5~c! because of the persistence of a small fraction
KVV electrons originating from the bulk.

However, at about the same energies three C Auger pe
are also found in the~Doppler shifted! projectile C KLL
spectra~Fig. 4!. This similarity seems to indicate, that th
discrete components of the target Auger distribution are
to the decay of hollow atoms above the surface moving
low velocity ~without Doppler shift!.

In that case, the discrete components should not dep

t

ts
r

TABLE I. Energetic positions of carbonKLL peaks measured for C51 impact on HOPG and other targe
@Si~100!, W, and Ni~110! taken from a compilation of Limburget al. @6## and calculated positions fo
different final configurations starting from an initial 1s2l 23l 3 configuration@30# ~s: not present,d: unclear!.

Conf. Calc. HOPG Si~100! W Ni~110!

A 1s(2s2 1S)2S 248 d 24862 25062 24562
B 1s(2s2p3P)2P 256 255.5 25662 d d

C 1s(2s2p 1P)2P 261 s d d d

D 1s(2s2p2 3P)2P 262 s d d d

E 1s(2s2p2 1D)2D 265 267 26562 26462 26462
F 1s(2s2p2 1S)2S 271 s s s s

G 1s2s22p3 274 275 s s s
1-4
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SPUTTERING OF HOLLOW ATOMS FROM CARBON SURFACES PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042901
on the target electronic structure, i.e., the same results
expected for interaction of hydrogenlike ions with differe
carbon allotropes. In Fig. 7 target Auger spectra forv
50.13 a.u. N61 impact on HOPG and C60 covered Au~111!
are shown. Obviously both spectra are basically identical
particular, the locations of the discrete peaks are the sam

Due to the strong velocity dependence of the CK-Auger
yield apparent from Figs. 1 and 2 a CK-shell ionization due
to KLL electrons from the projectile can be ruled out as
dominant process: for such secondary processes, only a w
velocity dependence is expected@21#.

Thus, for collisions of hydrogenlike ions with carbon ta
gets, a certain class of trajectories exists, in which aK-shell
vacancy is transferred from the projectile to a surface a
that is sputtered from the surface—probably in the same
lision process. Such a process is only possible under t
conditions:~A! The interaction time between projectiles a
surface is short in order to sustainK-shell vacancies until the
collision occurs.~B! The collision energy has to be hig
enough to allow direct sputtering of surface atoms.~C! A
vacancy transfer has to be possible.

A. Projectile-surface interaction times

The first condition is necessary for the occurence of tar
Auger electron emission in general and deserves a thoro
discussion. According to the classical over-the-barrier mo
a current of electrons starts to flow from the solid to t

FIG. 6. C Auger distribution of theu520° spectrum from
Fig. 2.

FIG. 7. Target Auger spectra from N61 scattered off HOPG and
a monolayer C60 film on Au~111! at v50.13 a.u. The incidence
anglec is 5° and the detection angleu is 90° and 50° for the HOPG
and the C60 target, respectively.
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projectile as soon as the saddle point of their joint potentia
energetically lower than the surface work function@18#. Cap-
ture sets in at a critical distanceRc'(1/2W)A8q12 with the
work function W (WHOPG54.7 eV @31#! and the projectile
charge stateq. For q55,6,7 ~the hydrogenlike projectiles
C51, N61, and O71) the respective distances areRc518.8,
20.5, and 22.0 a.u.

Below a distanceRc the projectile is neutralized by elec
tron capture from the surface valence band into Rydb
states. Subsequent Auger transitions then fill theL shell.
Thomaschewskiet al. @32# found that the key parameter fo
the above-surfaceL-shell filling of N61 in front of an
Au~111! surface is the perpendicular component of the
locity. At closer distances, two-centerLVV processes take
over, in which both involved electrons stem from the surfa
valence band. For this class of trajectories it has been sh
by Limburget al. @33# that the neutralization and subseque
deexcitation of hydrogenlike ions in front of various surfac
strongly depends on the frequency of close collisions
tween projectile and surface atoms, i.e., on the parallel p
jectile velocity. The transition rates for theL-Auger pro-
cesses themselves are velocity independent and de
weakly on the number ofL-shell electrons already presen
For anLVV-Auger process into theL-shell of an N ion for
instance the transition rate is'131015s21 for electron den-
sities comparable to the graphite case (r s51.5 a.u.) @34#.
This is only one order of magnitude faster than typicalKLL-
Auger transition times that lie in the 1014– 1013s21 range and
thereforeKLL decay sets in as soon as two electrons
present in theL shell, at a time when the projectile is sti
above the surface. The corresponding peak in the elec
spectra for N61 impact is due to a 1s2s2 2S configuration
and can be found at 350 eV~Fig. 1!. The fact that this peak
is only present for very low-collision velocities already ind
cates, that a second velocity dependentL-shell filling process
is active. Most probably for closer distances, theL shell is
filled quasiresonantly in a Landau-Zener type electron tra
fer during close binary collisions@4#. The frequency of such
collisions scales with the projectile velocityv. With increas-
ing projectile velocity, the fast direct filling of the projectil
L shell becomes more important andKLL emission from
more completely filledL-shell systems sets in. From Fig. 1
is obvious, that for N61 scattering from HOPG, even for low
v emission from the filledL shell, takes place and the low
energy peak never becomes as prominent as observed in
lisions with metal and semiconductor targets@6#. Above v
50.1 a.u. it even completely vanishes. From this we c
clude, that projectileKLL-Auger emission at higherv takes
place at or below the surface.

Therefore forv.0.1 a.u. condition~A! is clearly fulfilled.
At lower v, only a fraction ofK-shell vacancies survives
giving rise to a drop in target Auger emission. In conclusio
the presence of the low-energy projectileKLL peak might
serve as a fingerprint for a situation in which no or litt
target Auger emission is expected.

B. Surface penetration and sputtering

To answer the second question, namely, from which
locity on the projectiles penetrate the surface and/or spu
1-5
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C atoms, we performed simulations based on the binary
lision approximation using theMARLOWE code and time-
ordered cascades@35,36#. Sputter yields as well as the su
face reflectivity for scattering of N from HOPG (c510°,v
50.02– 0.3 a.u.) can be found in Fig. 8.

A strong threshold effect is visible for both quantities:
about 0.05 a.u., the projectiles start to penetrate the sur
and the sputtering yield increases dramatically. To comp
this directly to the experimental data, we extracted the tar
K-Auger to projectile-KLL ratios as a function ofv for N61

and O71 projectiles~Fig. 9!.
Both data sets show an increase withv. In the case of N61

the ratio rises strongly aroundv50.05 a.u., as expected from
the simulation as well as from the experimentally observ
survival probability of theK-shell vacancy, i.e., the absenc
of a high-energy peak in the projectileKLL-Auger distribu-
tion. From this data it is unclear, which one is the limitin
factor for target Auger emission.

The O71 data in Fig. 9 have been measured with an in
dence anglec55°, i.e., in a less destructive mode. The r
sults of the simulation of sputtering yield and reflectivity f
O impinging on HOPG can be found in Fig. 10. Sputteri
and penetration set in atv50.1 a.u., which is much highe
than in the N61 case. However, in theK-Auger ratios from

FIG. 8. Sputtering yield~solid circles! and reflectivity ~open
circles! of a HOPG surface upon N impact as a function of t
projectile velocityv. The geometry is chosen as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 9. TargetKVV to projectile-KLL ratios versusv for N61

~left axis, full circles,c510°) and O71 ~right axis, open circles,
c55°) scattered off HOPG. The data are taken from Figs. 1 an
and have been background substracted. The additional data
~x! at v50.15 a.u. belongs to the N61 but has been measured und
the same geometry as the O71(c55°).
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Fig. 9, no threshold is visible at all. In particular target Aug
emission is observed well below thev50.1 a.u. threshold.
On the other hand, the appearance of the low-energy pea
the projectileKLL-Auger distribution (E5465 eV) in Fig. 3
coincides with the vanishing of the target Auger peak th
indicating that the survival of theK-shell vacancy is the lim-
iting factor for target Auger emission. Apparently even f
velocities lower than the threshold from Fig. 10, imperfe
tions of the surface may still give rise to some surface p
etration and sputtering. However, the fact that the sputte
is less effective than for the N61 case manifests itself in the
relatively weak discrete peaks within the target Auger dis
bution ~which we assign toKLL-Auger emission from sput-
tered carbon!.

C. K-shell vacancy transfer

From Fig. 9 it is also obvious, that the relative targ
Auger yield is significantly higher for N61 than for O71. Part
of the reason is the largerc for the N61 data, therefore Fig.
9 also contains an N61 data point measured under the sam
scattering geometry as the O71 data (c55°). The relative
values atv50.15 a.u. are 0.215 (N61) and 0.085 (O71), i.e.,
at this velocity with oxygen projectiles 60% less target A
ger electrons are observed.

The reason has to lie in the projectile dependence of
vacancy-exchange mechanism. In the past, a variety of in
shell vacancy exchange mechanisms have been propose
used succesfully. We applied the model of Schipperset al.
@4# which assumes Landau-Zener-like vacancy exchang
close binary collisions. However, in Ref.@4# collisions of
N61, O71, and Ne91 (v'0.4 a.u.) with Pt~110! were studied,
where vacancy transfer between projectileK-shell and target
N shells is dominating. The level crossings occur at inter
clear distances between 0.5 and 1 a.u., which can easil
reached at such high velocities. In our paper the CK shell is
involved and vacancy transfer from the projectileK shell or
L shell takes place at even smaller internuclear distance
particular, in the low-projectile velocity regime, these d
tances can hardly be reached and the resulting vacancy
change probabilities are negligible. Only for the symmet
case of a C projectile at highv, considerable exchange prob

3
int

FIG. 10. Sputtering yield~solid circles! and reflectivity~open
circles! of a HOPG surface upon oxygen impact (c55°) as a func-
tion of the projectile velocityv. The geometry is chosen as in Fig
3.
1-6
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SPUTTERING OF HOLLOW ATOMS FROM CARBON SURFACES PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042901
ability from the projectileL shell to the targetK shell is
obtained. Atv50.3 a.u. on average 5 C atoms are sputtere
by each projectile, i.e., several close collisions take pla
each with a considerable vacancy exchange probability. T
could lead to an increased vacancy transfer probabi
which could explain the experimental results obtained w
C51 projectiles, but not the O71 and N61 case. The reason fo
the nonapplicability of the Landau-Zener approach from R
@4# might lie in the semi-metallic structure of the HOPG
which gives rise to a screening that differs from the me
case.

V. SUMMARY

The interaction of slow (v,0.4 a.u.) hydrogenlike ions
with carbon surfaces leads to strong targetK-Auger emis-
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sions. These Auger electrons partly originate from bulk
surface carbon~KVV-Auger electrons!. A second fraction of
the carbonK-Auger electrons exhibits distinct peaks, whic
can be identified as being due to atomicKLL transitions. We
presented strong indications that these targetKLL electrons
are fingerprints of a yet undiscovered process, namely, s
tering of hollow atoms from the surface.
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